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Abstract. We analyze a set of 35 autoethnographies of news encounters, created
by students in New Zealand. These comprise rich descriptions of the news
sources, modalities, topics of interest, and news ‘routines’ by which the students
keep in touch with friends and maintain awareness of personal, local, national,
and international events. We explore the implications for these insights into news
behavior for further research to support digital news systems. 
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1 Introduction
The news landscape has changed considerably over the past decade with social media 
platforms creating new dissemination channels for information. The inherently social
nature of systems such as Facebook has encouraged both recommendations of conven­
tional news items and widened the conception of news itself. The resulting ecosystem 
of consumption, creation and sharing presents a complex landscape of news far re­
moved from just broadcast television news and print newspapers. Our understanding of
these news interactions informs both the creation of access tools for current users (such 
as recommender systems and visualizations) and the design of news archive collections
for future users. In this present paper we add to this understanding of news behavior by
exploring the news practices of 35 New Zealand tertiary students in both the digital and 
physical context. This research is qualitative; as such it inevitably highlights areas for 
further research into news behavior and appropriate interface and interaction design for 
more effective news provision systems.  
2 Related work 
The growth of online content, and social media in particular, has been widely reported
as changing the news environment for users. Nielsen and Schrøder report that there is
limited understanding of how important social media is as a source of news [11]. Recent 
studies suggest that, despite the growth of social media, trusted legacy brands and plat­
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where “consumers collaboratively create and curate news stories” rather than receiving 
news from a limited number of ‘authoritative’ sources [12]. Hermida  et al. report that 
these social channels are valued by users for the alternative filtering they provide but
that social media use by “traditional” news sources (such as newspapers) is an im­
portant source of information [6]. Meijer and Kormelink reflect the potential richness 
of social media-enhanced news interactions in the 16 types of news activity reported by
their interviewees: reading, watching, viewing, listening, checking, snacking, monitor­
ing, scanning, searching, clicking, linking, sharing, liking, recommending, commenting
and voting [1]. 
These micro-activities are complemented by higher-level classifications of behavior. 
Marshall categorized study participants using a New York Times news reading appli­
cation into three groups: “Reading primarily for relaxation and as a diversion; Reading
as a newshound, following the narrative of specific breaking stories or particular rec­
ommendations; Reading broadly to stay informed or to keep up with events of the day”
[10]. Van Damme et al. categorize mobile news consumers as: omnivores (actively en­
gaged using multiple channels), traditionals (intensive but loyal to established sources
such as TV) and serendips (less of a news routine but digital when engaged) [15].
Characterizations of news consumers often use the intent of the user, whereas [16] 
note that incidental news exposure is common and, for digitally-connected citizens,
increasingly difficult to avoid. Although sharing content is an important aspect of social 
media, [7] claim that it serves a personal as well a social function. Shared content per­
sists in the platform as an archive that can be searched at a later date. Similarly, [10]
notes that “a person’s daily encounters with the news should become a fundamental 
part of … a personal digital library.” The diverse distributed cross-platform multimedia 
nature of users’ news interactions suggests there are considerable technical and legal
challenges to achieving that goal. 
Although much has been written about social media, there is still uncertainty about
the interaction between traditional news channels and social media [11]. [12] claim that 
“no studies so far have attempted to explore or explain the mechanism of news con­
sumption processes in the context of socially connected interactive participants”. How­
ever, in the light of studies such as [8] this claim may reflect a literature gap between 
the journalism and user interaction communities.  
Location is an important feature of news; both the location of the consumer and the 
places referred to in news reports. Systems such as NewsStand [14] and NewsViews [4]
attempt to extract geographical references from news reports to enable map-based in­
teractions such as queries and visualizations. [8] found that personal news recommen­
dations are more effective, possibly because social media users have an implicit model
of their friends’ preferences which pre-filters suggestions. 
In summary, timeliness and location are key elements of news-based information 
systems. Users have adapted the diverse tools of social media for sharing and recom­
mending news items. Social recommendations are effective as they leverage existing 
models of users’ preferences and are often innately timely. Studies of news behavior
that predate the growth of social media (e.g., [3]) are of limited applicability and there 
may be a lack of interaction between journalism studies and those in the computing
literature.  





   
    




    
 





    
   
   
  





   
  
     
    
   
    
3 Methodology 
Our study is based on a set of autoethnographies gathered from undergraduate students 
in New Zealand. In this section we describe the context in which the autoethnographies 
were created, our analysis method, and the limitations of this study. 
3.1 Data collection 
The data collection for this study was performed using personal ethnography (incorpo­
rating the use of diaries, self-observation and self-interviews), gathered in a semester-
long project in a third year university course on Human-Computer Interaction. The stu­
dents were given the (deliberately broad and ambiguous) brief of designing and proto­
typing software to ‘assist a person in accessing news’. 
The first task for the students was to gather data on how people currently locate, 
manage, share or encounter news. To that end, they examined their own news-related 
behavior by completing a personal diary during the course of their everyday lives over 
a period of three days. For each encounter with a news item, the participants recorded
the date and time, the number of news items they were exposed to during the encounter, 
the source, type (international, national, local or personal), the topic, how they encoun­
tered it and how believable it was (on a linear scale). The students then summarized 
and reflected on their diary entries as a post-diary ‘debriefing’. 
Next, the students reflected on how they managed their exposure to news items by
creating autoethnographies [2] that identified the strategies, applications and resources 
they used and then investigated what types of media they were using, topics they were
accessing and the activities they performed to actively locate news. They also observed
any unexpected or chance encounters with news sources. Students were encouraged to
reflect on their actual practices identified in the self-observation.
3.2 Data analysis
The diary study summaries and autoethnographies for 35 students were retained for
analysis, out of an enrolment of 103. As is typical of New Zealand IT students, these
selected participants are predominantly young (under 30).  Though the majority of stu­
dents in the course were male (84 M, 19 F), we selected a higher proportion of the
female students’ work for analysis so that the female news experience would be better 
represented. The course also
22 (63%) < 30 years
Table 1. Student demographic details. 
included a significant num-Gender Count (%) Age at time of study Count (%)
ber of international students 
Male 29 (83%) (33 of 103); accordingly, we
Female 13 (37%) 30 – 46 years 6 (17%) also limited our selection to
students who were New Zealand citizens or permanent residents, as the experiences of 
international students could be expected to both differ greatly by their country of origin. 
Table 1 presents the demographic details for the 35 students whose work is analyzed in 
this study. These students were assigned a unique label (i.e., P1, P2, … P35), and are 
referred to by that label in this paper. 


















   
   
  







   
The diaries were retained by the students and so cannot be analyzed directly; in­
stead, we view the recorded behavior through the diary study summaries and reflec­
tions. The entirety of the self-observation was available for analysis.  These summaries 
and autoethnographies for the 35 students total over 200 printed pages; they were ana­
lyzed qualitatively using grounded theory methods [5], an iterative, inductive method­
ology that allows the participants’ experiences, viewpoints, and conceptions to emerge
naturally. Initial coding largely followed the categories included in the diary study sum­
maries (Section 4), and further concepts emerged as these encounters were set in con­
text by the autoethnographies (Section 5). 
3.3 Limitations of study
Participating in a study is known to have the potential to alter behavior. The students 
themselves recognized that undertaking the assignment introduced changes to their
news behavior (“I was more aware entirely of the news around me… sub-consciously 
listening out for news to include” [P22]; “I found myself not wanting to look at the
news online as much since I would have to record it down.” [P31]).  The assignment 
brief acknowledges these issues; in mitigation, the diaries included the option to indi­
cate news events that occurred but were not noted, and the students were encouraged
to explore deviations from their usual news behavior in the autoethnographies.
We recognize that the students likely felt a greater sense of commitment to complet­
ing the diaries and creating the autoethnographies than is usual with study participants, 
given that these activities were assessed. Participation in this present study, however, 
was not required; a student could opt out of inclusion by emailing a third party to indi­
cate this desire. The assessors for the course were not informed of these decisions until 
after the semester’s grades were finalized.
Given that this is an opportunistic study, we cannot claim to capture ‘typical’ behav­
ior in searching / browsing / encountering news.  As is characteristic of this style of
study design, we instead build a rich picture of the news-related information behavior
for these students, from their own perspective [13]. We demonstrate in Section 6 how
this rich picture can suggest directions to explore both in developing software support
for these behaviors and in further news information behavior studies.
4 Results 
In this section we summarize the news sources consulted by the students, the news
topics of interest to them, the characteristics of their common news behaviors (‘rou­
tines’), and online and physical platforms that they use to access their news. 
4.1 News sources
The students encountered news from a wide variety of sources (Figure 1), with an av­
erage of 4.4 significant news sources per student (Table 2). Only three students relied 



























   
  












that multiple sources were necessary for topic coverage and convenience of access 
(“The 3 main ways that I 
No. of sources 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
No. of students 3 2 10 13 4 1 1 1 
Table 2. Number of significant news sources per student. access news [Facebook, 
email, mobile news app]
all have good and bad at-
Facebook is by far the
most heavily relied upon 
news source both in So-
cial Media and overall
(Figure 1a). Its use goes
well beyond providing
personal news from
family and friends; it is 
also a source for ‘break­
ing’ news of all topics.
Fig. 1a. Social news sourcesTwitter can be a ‘Face­
book lite’ for news 
(“Twitter is a more short
form of Facebook where
I look at various tweets 
posted from friends, ran­
dom users and any com­
pany or news agency to
find out the latest 
news.”  [P1]). The
blogs, vlogs, and forums Fig. 1b. Inter-personal news sources
were often focused on a
topic of interest to the 
student, where use of
Reddit and Tumblr was 
described as being more
exploratory or serendip­
itous (“I never visit
[Reddit] intending to en­
counter news but some­
times find myself read­
ing or watching news af- Fig. 1c. ‘Official’ news sources
ter clicking on a link that Fig. 1.  News sources used by students
grabbed my attention…” [P19]). 
Interpersonal news sources (Figure 1b) include face-to-face conversations (both 
with individuals and groups), SMS or IM messages, voice calls (via mobiles or VOIP), 
and email. The latter source most frequently elicits contact by a commercial organiza­
tion or from an interest-based mailing list, and more rarely messages from friends or
relatives.  
tributes and that’s probably the reason why I don’t just use one.” [P17]
 

















   
    
   
 
  




   
Fig 2. News topics of significant and occasional interest 
‘Official’ news sources such as television or radio broadcast news and newspapers
are encountered in both digital and physical formats (Figure 1c). The online news sites 
consulted were primarily websites for the major New Zealand newspapers and the local
news aggregator stuff.co.nz. These provide primarily text and still images. The 
physical (paper) newspapers and magazines were New Zealand focused and were either 
free (local weekly free papers, the university’s student-run weekly magazine) or were
freely accessible (at work breakrooms, parents’ houses). Only one student reported pur­
chasing a magazine subscription, and three reported occasionally purchasing a single
issue of a magazine or newspaper if a story attracted their interest. 
4.2 News topics
Figure 2 presents an overview of the news topics that students reported to be of signif­
icant interest (i.e., they fre­
quently sought out infor­
mation on these topics) and 
of occasional interest (i.e., 
they infrequently sought out 
or encountered information
of interest).  Each student 
held a significant interest in 
at least two topics (Table 3), 
with an average of five top­
ics per individual.
Table 3. Number of topics that students held a significant interest in following.
No. of  topics of significant interest 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
No. of students 6 8 9 6 4 0 2 
Current events is a broad category encompassing a range of categories typical of 
those covered by newspapers (e.g. wars, natural disasters, elections, etc.); NZ current
events have a specifically New Zealand focus. Sports includes international, national,
and local sporting news. Entertainment news covers the gamut of TV shows, music, 
movies, and other performances (but excluding games and sports), while Celebrity
news is focused on a particular well-known person (including New Zealand and inter­
national celebrities). It is not surprising that students enrolled in an upper level Com­
puter Science course would have strong interests in Technology and Science (primarily 
‘popular science’ events and new hardware and software releases) and in Gaming. 
While Business included limited interests in conventional topics in that category (fi­
nance, banking, commercial trends), students’ primary concerns were with topics that
directly impacted them—particularly notifications of upcoming sales.  
We note that significant international or local events influence an individual’s news 
interests. As the autoethnographies were performed during the 2012 Olympics, students 
   
 
   
   





   
    












   
  
   
 
    
  
       
 
 
   
 
   
 
 
reported a higher than usual exposure to sports news, sparking in some an interest spe­
cifically in Olympics-related news but not in sports news in general (P25: “Without
these events [the Olympic games] happening, there is very little likelihood that sports 
would feature in any of my diary entries.”). Similarly, three students pointed out that
they normally have little interest in politics, but “when election time comes up I make
sure to check out the people I can vote for” [P23]. Further, an individual story in an
uninteresting topic can capture interest if the student sees a personal link: “... I just get 
onto the NZ Herald web site and I see ... "Top lawyer guilty of misconduct". I do not
like to read about politics because I find it boring, but I read about this because ... my 
sister is a lawyer …”. [P9]
4.3 News routines
The overwhelming majority—31 of the 35 participants—reported having a news ‘rou­
tine’.  Some routines were simple: P14, for example, had arranged for a set of news
feeds and email newsletters so that “The most common way that I encountered news
was having it delivered to me.”  Other participants had developed more elaborate rou­
tines that spanned their entire day: “...I view news is usually first thing in the morning, 
check facebook see if any new news has appeared. Follow by checking to see the results
from sports teams during the night. During the day I randomly check facebook and 
occasionally see new items in trending articles. At night I check stuff to see if anything 
interesting has occurred.” [P5]).  
The news activities in a particular routine could vary by:
Time of day: Generally the morning and / or the evening are important points in news
routines,. News consumption can be helpful in waking up (on TV in the morning: “...it
is a ritual I do when I wake up in the morning if I have a lot of time I'll watch it while 
eating breakfast, otherwise ill [sic] have it going in the background while I get ready.” 
[P22]) and in relaxing after a day of study and work ([P20] reports “taking a good half
hour to read through the news that has occurred over the course of the day while I wind 
down with a beer.”).  These news sessions tended to be longer and to involve active 
searching / browsing for news on the part of the participant. During the day, partici­
pants reported frequent news ‘snacks’ [1] to fill in time and avert boredom; these tended
to be shorter (e.g., to fit in with work breaks or periods before a lecture started) and to
involve checking newsfeeds. 
Day of the week: Those students who reported having routines typically differenti­
ated between routines for days involving scheduled work or study, and their free
days.  A free day might involve fewer news encounters (“...my Mondays this semester
are ... my lazy day at home. Because of this the amount of news I generally encounter
on a Monday is typically low.” [P23]). However, if news encounters are motivated by
relaxation or socialization, the number of encounters may increase (for face-to-face en­
counters, “on Saturday, the number of items each encounter yielded was greater. this 
could be related to the fact that on the weekends, my flatmates are all home, which 
allows us to have group conversation…” [P20]).  A free day may also bring the student 
into contact with an additional source; for example, visiting the family home and find­
ing “newspapers piled high in my parents’ house” [P35]).
  
  
      
  
    
  



















    
   
Availability of the source:  Consumption of several news sources were tied to their 
availability.  While none of the students subscribed to a print newspaper, 17 cited it as 
a significant (3) or occasional (14) news source; these students regularly read the news­
papers provided at work during a break, looked out for the university’s student-pub­
lished weekly on its distribution day (“If I do read a magazine it is usually the nexus
[student paper] and it's only once a week usually Tuesday afternoon during one of my
lectures” [P5]), or watch TV news broadcasts only on visits to their parents (“As we
don’t have a TV at our flat this is just when I’m home at the weekend.” [P26]). Radio
news was most commonly serendipitously encountered while in a car, typically driving 
to/from university or work. Only one student incorporated radio news into daily routine, 
with a radio in his bedroom.
4.4 News platforms 
We identified three ‘platforms’ through which the students encountered news items: a
standalone computer (desktop or laptop), a mobile device (tablet or handheld), and
physical media (physical 
televisions, radio, news­
papers, and magazines);
see Figure 3.  Three of 
the participants did not
differentiate between 
computer and mobile
use, simply stating that
they preferred to access
news ‘online’. Of the re­
maining 32 participants, 
30 used computers as a
significant news access
platform, and 14 of those also described their mobile as a significant access platform. 
Only one participant described significant use of a mobile but not of a computer as well. 
Physical news sources continue to see use, with approximately 60% of the partici­
pants identifying them as significant or occasional sources for news. No student re­
ported physical sources as their sole significant access platform. 
Online access to news sources has obvious advantages: “...as long as there is an 
internet connection, they are easy and convenient to access, since I don't have to leave 
my bedroom to use them.” [P17] Indeed, as students spend more time online, their ac­
cess to physical or face-to-face news sources declines (“I spend approximately 6 - 10
hours daily in front of my computer … making the internet my only real source of
information or news in any form.” [P19]).






   




   
 
 
     






   
    
  
   




   
  
   
    
    
   
5 Discussion
The students’ conception of what constitutes news goes beyond topics covered by tra­
ditional news media (“...the topics I find personally newsworthy are not necessarily the
more traditional ideas of what news is defined to be.” [P25]).  Their news has a greater 
focus on the personal—activities of friends and family—and events or activities that 
impact them directly (e.g., grocery store sales, updates to their favorite game). News 
interests are more narrowly focused than the broad categories of traditional news media 
(e.g., specific genres of music, movies, and television). Further, broadcast media can 
be difficult or impossible to skim/scan to filter out irrelevant or ‘boring’ news. P8 points 
out that with TV news shows, even those viewable online, “It is hard to know if the
news on TV will have anything I'm interested in. They don't describe every item of
news that they will cover. ... The news on TV is often only the important news at the
start and less important news near the end. ... This means I have to wait till nearly the 
end of the news to see something I'm interested in.” The students’ heavy use of non­
traditional news sources (e.g., Facebook, blogs, forums) partly stems from this desire 
to create a more personalized news information feed than is possible with conventional 
broadcast news. 
The desired degree of direct control over this feed varies. Participants P14 and P31
occupy opposite ends of this spectrum: P14 prefers news that requires little filtering
(“I am someone who is very lazy in seeking out news. I like to utilize news sources that 
involve very little effort and are very easy to use. For example: TV, talking with friends, 
and Facebook.”), while P31 meticulously hunts down his news:
When I go looking for news at home I load the following pages in different
tabs, Stuff.co.nz, Engadget and ESPN Soccernet. Then I'll open a few head­
lines from the first page in new tabs and close that news source. ... Once I've
found a few good news items on the next page I'll open them in new tabs then
go back to the other tabs I opened since they should have loaded now. I'll then
read those news items... Then once I've finished the news items from the first
source, I'll move on to the ones from the second source. ... I'll end up opening 
heaps of tabs then slowly work my way through them. 
‘Media multitasking’ [9], the simultaneous information consumption from multiple
sources, is recognized as a common behavior. Here, news consumption is interleaved
with other entertainment activities (watching non-news TV shows) as well as serious
activities (such as university assignments):  “I get into bed ... Then I turn my laptop on
and start checking my emails, facebook, homework and I like to watch television epi­
sodes as well for background noise and something to watch. I like to flick between 
Facebook, NZ Herald web site and working on my homework…” [P9]  Media multi­
tasking can be deliberate (as with P9), or it can occur unintentionally  (“Since I have a 
widget on my phone constantly updating me with news I simply 'ran across' a news
item while checking a text message that caught my eye.” [P1]). 
While selected news items may be read or viewed carefully, students also engage in 
news satisficing behavior—getting the gist of a text news item by scanning news head­
ings, summaries,  or snippets, or by overhearing/viewing bits of news in passing. P12, 
for example, follows the New Zealand Herald newspaper and CNN on Twitter, and will
    
 









   





   




   
   
  
   
   
 







“normally just read the headline on their tweet” rather than the entire tweet, much less 
follow a link to the full story. News applications that more readily support text news 
satisficing by prominently displaying headers and snippets are preferred to older-style 
interfaces that direct the reader through topic hierarchies before arriving at the news
summaries; P11, for examples, resents having to “take time to read the headers and sub-
headers of categories to find the information you want”. 
Searching for news related to a specific event (in contrast to encountering news on
the event from existing feeds or browsing news resources) is often in reaction to expo­
sure to a news snippet. When the snippet is encountered from face-to-face conversa­
tions or glancing at physical media, the most common response is to search online news 
sources for further details (rather than, for example, purchasing the magazine or news­
paper). When the snippet is encountered online, the student may simply retrieve and 
read the text associated with the snippet, or may search additional sites for alternative 
viewpoints or updates. Social media such as Facebook or Twitter are more likely to be 
consulted when the event is in an early stage, to find the most recent reports (“... posts 
on the latest earthquakes in Christchurch came up on Facebook well before the news
sites had any information on them.” [P12]). 
The students wrestled with issues of trust in news media and the believability of
particular news items. There was no consensus on a set of sources that were more trust­
worthy than others; for example, P6 points to newspapers as “a great source of trust­
worthy news”, where P3 prefers informal “online sources” because “online sources fol­
low-up is often possible to find the original news source and establish if a news item is
actually true.”. Personal news as encountered through text (via Facebook, SMS, Twit­
ter, etc.) may not be accurate because “friends always boast or exaggerate” [P7].  It is
easier to evaluate the believability of personal news delivered by “someone who is face­
to-face, you can often tell with their body language and tone of voice whether or not
what they are saying is true.” [P11] In general, the believability of news in most topics 
depends on the trustworthiness of the source, with the single exception of celebrity 
news--a topic panned as being “not very believable but still very entertaining”. [P22] 
Six students raised additional issues affecting believability of a news item: bias on 
the part of the author or sharer of that item, ‘spin’ or deliberate inaccuracies in the
presentation of the item, and perceived manipulation of the reader to view or share
particular news items.  As noted above, personal news is particularly prone to biased
presentation, as the people involved in a story may also be reporting it. However, the
problem of bias on social media sharing runs deeper, as the external stories ‘shared’ in
an individual’s Facebook page are part of that person’s social image--and so can skew 
their nature and topics (“... people tend to make an effort to post articles about things 
they feel are likely to provide "Likes" or discussion among their friends and are wary
when posting controversial content.” [P19]).  
News can be slanted through its presentation or its content, and this ‘spin’ can be
difficult to uncover. For example, P19 checked five different sources for a single break­
ing story, to identify potential bias in the reporting of the event (“I found that most
articles had the same main points however some reporters attempted to put spins on
these points...”). P11 points a cruder source of bias: the presence of “imitation style 







   
 







   
   
    
 
 
   
  
    
      












websites that make up stories or fake events that people can often mistake for real­
ity”. It can be difficult to differentiate between ‘real’ and ‘imitation’ news sources-­
hence the importance of identifying trustworthy, believable news sites and feeds. How­
ever, even those trusted sites may include dubious stories; of the 11 students who iden­
tified Stuff.co.nz as a site that they frequently used, none acknowledged that, as a news 
aggregator, the site does not verify the press releases posted to it. 
The final issue affecting believability—perceived manipulation of the reader’s at­
tention—is an ongoing issue for both social media and commercial news sites. In social
media sites such as Reddit, users can attempt to attract greater attention to a news item
by “provoking inflammatory responses from other readers” [P20] in the comments 
threads or attempting to “blackmail” [P12] users into sharing a posted image by attach­
ing an emotionally manipulative caption to it. Commercial online news sites manipulate 
news choices by introducing “advertiser links, pop up boxes and a plethora of tricks
and techniques that divert my attention from where I was hoping to go to where some­
one wants me to go.” [P35]
Summary 
As is typical for qualitative work, the contribution of this study is to point to future 
directions in research and development for systems supporting the news behavior un­
covered here. Specifically, we raise the following questions: 
•	 Given that news consumption is a significant relaxation and entertainment activity, 
how can we make news encounters more enjoyable? Is it possible to make them
more attractive, more pleasant to engage with, more ludic in nature?
•	 How can we support the ‘newshound’ [10] in tracking down the minute details of
a story without getting lost in the process? (E.g., “I can sometimes find myself
attempting to find out exactly how far the rabbit hole goes, and end up exactly
where I started several hours later.” [P20]) 
•	 How can emerging, relevant sources be brought to the attention of users—and 
which existing sources will the new ones replace? Even the youngest of these 
students could reflect on sources that they once relied on but now rarely use. 
•	 How may a personal Digital Library support up-to-date news encounters?
•	 How can we model a given user’s news routines, and support those behaviors as
they vary across times of day, days of the week, and the location of the user? 
•	 As a user moves between different digital platforms (desktop/laptop, tablet, 
phone), how can we support a seamless news experience?  Alternatively, should
we tailor the news experience to the platform, given their different affordances?
For example, small-screen mobiles are inherently well suited to ‘news snacking’, 
while desktops/laptops offer the screen real estate to support ‘newshounds’. 
•	 How can we model a given user’s topics of interest, and how can we adapt that
model to reflect change in those interests?
•	 What information presentation and organization designs can better support news
satisficing?  For example, how can we provide more informative news snippets, 
and how can we reduce the need for users to traverse topic hierarchies?





•	 What changes in news provision can support our users in identifying bias? For
example, can we provide multiple versions of a story from different sources, or
highlight relationships (such as corporate ownership) between publishers and the
entities referred to in the news reports?
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